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Editors’ Note

Welcome to the inaugural issue of Abandoned Library Press! Thank you to all of the 
contributors who have made our first issue so special.

The realm of Abandoned Library Press, as with many journals and publishers, is the space 
between distribution and archive. Past, Present, and Future. Gaps bridged and collapsed 
among the dusty stacks.

This is why we have chosen Past and Present for the theme of Issue 1. Each of the works 
in this issue are informed by the flux between registers of time, and The moments they 
collide and blend into each other. 

From prose poetry to short fiction, erasure poems to collage and digital art, the works 
featured in Issue 1 Fade in and out of time. rewind and distort it. ignore it. 
in the Abandoned Library, even the permanence of time is suspect. 

Kyle and Jenna

MASTHEAD

Editor-in-Chief
Kyle Wright

Visual Arts Editor
Jenna Post
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Watching the Remake of Papillon
Ace Boggess

Can’t beat the original cast—I mean, Steve McQueen
in anything, goddamn  jittery Dustin Hoffman
with his science of quirks, a perfect mimic of a person.
I admit I’m enthralled by Charlie Hunnam’s smile,
his eyes like candles in a power outage. & Rami
Malek played Freddie Mercury in another film.
That for contrast, he’s an interesting actor,
star on the rise, a ghost ship in cinematic fog.
The story, too, tries replicating tension, grief,
glimpses of the despicable in power & chains.
It sacrifices a bit of slowness that could help you
get in there & root around in the muck of genuine misery—
not as much teeth-clenching subtlety—but
you can smell the rot, splatter, & ocean.
You taste the little husk of coconut, touch desperation,
defiance. You feel as if there. That’s worth
a few bucks for a ticket. It’s like a theme park
with dungeons, thumb screws, coals, & I admit
I’m enthralled by Charlie Hunnam’s smile.
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ACE Boggess

Anxious Moment Surrounding a Meal

We were studying trees in science class that year,
learning to identify them by shapes of leaves,
colors, occasional stench of rotting, so,
when my family took me to a restaurant
off the main road in nowhere woods,
I recognized the circle of hemlocks around it.
I hadn’t read Phaedo, but knew the story of Socrates
& his poison. I was too young to apprehend if death
could be inhaled while one stood by in the parking lot.
I worried: what might the filet be marinated in?
That’s how it happens in movies: stop out of the way,
& soon you’re chased by chainsaws or machetes.
Imagination can be terrible mixed with hints
of information, like the politics of today
in which mistruths juggle deeply-kept beliefs.
Is that poison even real? I survived it,
ate, was grateful. On the way home,
thoughts of nearness to slaughter
buzzed my head: fruit flies, elusive,
I swatted at but couldn’t crush or shew.
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abstract paintings swirl & glow under black lights
in clubs we remember from the 1990s.
colors spiral, then radiate like bursting constellations
until their faces resolve. smell the oils
as if this violet glare has set them cooking.
feel their hellscapes pulsing under gritty guitar chords
from whatever band is roaring through town.
the sense you make is the sense of memory.
those bands have moved on,
their drummers now accountants,
their bassists grocers who dream.
bars have been renamed, catering to other crowds;
the artwork lingers somewhere.
we hold to its disorder, mistranslate its lines.

“Am I Even Making Sense?”
ace boggess

[question asked by Andrea Fekete]
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TIME CAPSULES
Linda Milanese

1978
 The first time we redid the kitchen, we decided to place a family time capsule 
under the cabinets—something to surprise a future generation during their own 
renovation. We filled a brown envelope with the front page of that day’s newspaper,
a few left-over soccer pictures of the kids, some artwork I suggested to keep them busy 
for a few minutes, and, finally, Marco’s authentic Darth Vader autograph, a prize he’d 
acquired one Saturday at Mervyn’s when a deep-breathing guy in a plastic mask wrote 
his magical signature on a scrap of binder paper.
 Just before the cabinets were installed, we slipped the brown envelope beneath
them and forgot about it.
 And there it was some years later when we removed the forever cabinets for a 
more serious renovation. The kids were gone by that time and probably wouldn’t have
remembered that kitchen ceremony anyway, just another memory among so many
important ones. But we spent some time cherishing the unexpected treasure we’d
unearthed.

1959
 The radio dial lit the steamy interior of the 1957 Ford parked in the driveway. 
A Doo-Bop group crooned a teenage love song into the heavy August night. As we sank 
into the delicious leather seats of our sensual refuge, everything was new. My father’s 
brick lamp posts glowed their yellow bug lights along the long gravel driveway that led 
past the house and into the woods.
 The house was still new—my father dreamed it and built it himself, his own 
time capsule. He filled it with years of physical labor at the end of his regular workdays,
weekends of masonry troweled into place, beloved trees milled into lumber for window 
trim. We took his prize for granted, just a familiar backdrop for our own emerging lives.
We were unsuspecting of its run-down future fifty short years later when the family 
would no longer need it, when the liquidator would seize control of the contents, and 
new occupants would buy it for a song. Strangers left to discover remnants of our history.
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PAPER DOLLS OF 1962
Peggy Schimmelman

For paper doll families carefully scissored from last season’s Sears and Roebuck, boredom 
was never a problem. They’d drive to the beach in their shoebox lid cars or entertain 
friends in their clothespin houses, showing off their attached garages and plush covered 
flushable toilets. Their nights passed undisturbed by nightmares or insomnia in their 
fancy, five-piece bedroom suites with unraggedy spreads and untattered matching 
curtains, all clipped from the furniture section.

In this paper doll world lived three kids, not six—the parents having listened, unlike some 
people, when Granny advised: “That’s enough.” These were the Big Girl, who wasn’t shy, 
the Middle-sized Girl, who was good at math, and the Little Girl, never pesky or whiny. 
The mom wasn’t frumpy, her voice not shrill, so pretty she might have been a model—the 
way she always stood with one hand on a hip and the other arm slightly extended. The 
young, handsome daddy wore no cap, nor a boring green park service uniform, but was 
spiffed up fine in tie and sports coat and was out of necessity pasted together, his bottom 
half, with wingtips and trousers, twisting away from the torso. Their smiles never wilted, 
even through scoldings over homework and such, which were gentle—the dad never red-
faced, threatening “Don’t make me take off this belt.”

They didn’t mind wearing, day after day, the same stylish clothes and pleased 
expressions whether awake or asleep, through funerals, weddings, and visits from 
Granny, who adored the girls and brought them candy, not apples. Why, even the mom 
would never have called her a meddling old biddy.
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With the girls off to school, the mom dusted and mopped, in pastel pedal pushers and 
polished flat slippers, hair teased into a perky flip—no graying, frizzy curls, no arthritic 
fingers, shoulders not stooped. Around three o’clock, with coffee and cake, she’d sit down, 
somehow, without bending her knees, to catch up on soaps in the vinyl recliner that more 
or less faced the TV. After “Secret Storm” and “The Edge of Night,” without grousing 
about how she worked like a slave, she would sing to herself—it was hardly a chore, 
basting and chopping in her modern-day kitchen with its Maytag appliances, sparkling 
countertops, and water—cold or hot—that flowed like magicfrom a faucet.

At supper, they’d gather around the jelly jar lid to discuss the events of the day. This dad 
never belched out loud at the table, said “pass me them spuds,” or complained that the 
pork chops were tough. With dusk they’d climb onto their shoebox top Chevy and drop 
in, unannounced, on the neighbors. Or sometimes, spontaneously, they’d visit the drive-
in, the dad not insisting they wait for his paycheck, or that his coon dog could sing one 
heckuva lot better than Elvis.

You would never find this family fretting that their lives or their bodies lacked dimension. 
Unlike some, they counted their blessings: freed from their mail-order catalogue prison, 
given life by three sisters with wild imaginations, no friends for miles around, rain on the 
roof, and no ride to town. Just another August day in the Ozarks.
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Cigarette Diplomacy
Patricia Walsh

Making me feel somewhat real,
proscribed on an inkling under umbrage
perpetual lights insult the television
getting gist’s of wounded pride already.
Slicing through decorum, a heartened game
needing instruction to go on what’s next,
commemorating others in a surreptitious glare
dancing through speaking well into turn.
Milling in and out of slighted doors,
hurt without prejudice, televised grace
recognizant professionals under cover of drink,
only the most weakened still survive.
On the correct track, clacking to go
moderately funny, healing as stereotypes
appropriates attired to drink suitably
continuous assessment blighting the everyday.
Enumerated to starving, a bookish glare,
suicidal declarations tarnish this soul,
invitations to dinner go to ground
hardwired misgivings smoked with impunity.
Socializing to a fault, exiled by the meaning
of illicit alcohol, overly frequent, annoying,
chance tea-lights serving their own purpose
mannerly destruction of a necessary terror. 13



This Nice Explosion

Blown-apart misgivings about the superior clause,
the better imaginary friend looks toward oblivion,
a badly focussed, photograph rolling in the deep,
comprehended at will, surprise interpretations
drinking superiors over the table, a disco realised
correct combinations keep transactions sweet.
Needing succour this evening, feeding a burn
up-skilled to recycled order, blaring the odds,
this heartfelt whine doing the astute favours,
information withheld becomes its own explosive,
switching off the light serves one’s own purpose
good, bad, or otherwise closure abrupt.
Vicariously watched, copper-fastening innocence
outstaying welcomes a call much too far,
incendiary rosé, marking a superior wine,
making it out as sensible, carving the food,
marking the difference under flashing lights
the redundant television marks its own death.
Some gratitude attitude thanked for presence
over sincerity as the music overhead,
crushed under expectation, a worse effort
losing keys a sudden nightmare, forlorn
banking on holidays, sarcastically eaten
cultural engineering a finalised pursuit.

Patricia Walsh
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Low Country
Patricia Walsh

These barbaric reels mark the floor by,
some ruby slippers did their work overtime,
switching enough to say goodbye blindly,
an idiot’s chorus waxes its own finish.
Sadly missing rounds, looking for No 1
the eulogising din deafens the brightened
in fairness what’s expected is revered
bleeding over disco tracks repeatedly.
Hiding piercings, tattoos, for sake of betterment,
sinking voluminous pints without shame.
Called home for less, the better to aggrandise
failing repeatedly to learn one simple lesson.
Forgetting eaten bread, the better to hold fast
blowing the fake ID at the cavern’s entrance
kissing for preferment, an elusive love
nothing stopping it now, not even bedtime.
Mumbling dialogue in the course of the diurnal,
more so than the fancied, elevated to glory
bloody testing through bookish sentiment
a fault undiscovered, a minefield wasted
photographs unclassified, on a single nuance
spilling gratitude for a constant presence
fed and rested non-discriminatory noisily
belated careers turning over the script. 15



The Only Laws Are the Laws of Chance
Howie Good

Situational awareness is just so important. Even a momentary lapse can result in 
a 9-year-old in a black-and-white striped Halloween costume being mistaken for 
an actual skunk and shot. Now crime scene technicians in full-body coveralls are 
photographing the bloodstains on the front walk, dusting for prints, scooping 
shell casings into evidence bags. As the shooter gets dragged off in handcuffs, his 
wife collapses on the ground, convulsed by sobs. What is inside is going to come 
out despite the efforts of a nice neighbor to calm her. And the moon? It looks 
exactly like the blade of a scythe.
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Grandma Predicts
Howie Good

The old woman who told fortunes in a booth on the boardwalk turned the last 
card over. King of spades. She frowned at the card. Then she predicted I would 
die screaming, but screaming in the voice of the opera star she called Placebo 
Domingo. Nowadays the more that is reported, the less everyone actually knows. 
Ninety-nine percent of humans have been inducted into the bedlam of complex 
systems. When machines operators are overcome by fatigue and confusion, the
machines are capable of operating themselves. Anyone can get a gun. It takes a 
white whale with a grudge to use it.
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Howie Good
Kamikaze

Mother died in the “nuthouse,” as people called it then. I might be better known 
today if I didn’t have such difficulty talking about it in something other than 
code. All these years later, searchlights still probe the sky, supposedly for a ghost 
squadron of kamikaze pilots, but who really knows what’s going on? It could be 
that the government is afraid every airplane flying overhead will crash. I lost my 
faith in portable electronic devices back when missionaries went looking for 
souls to convert among horses and dogs. I imagine it was a strange time to be a
poodle.
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A Short Conversation With 
Bob McNeil

Abandoned Library Press: What forms does your creative output take? In this issue 
we are featuring a visual art piece you have created which combines your spoken 
words with video images—is this a medium you work in frequently?

Bob McNeil: For the most part, I am a writer. From time to time, I recite my work. 
Unrelated to my literary pursuits, I draw political cartoons and material with 
intimate adult themes. As for the video medium, individuals who know more about 
it than I sought me out and used my modest words and performances in their re-
spective projects. Case in point, the video for “Text to Resurrect Revolution” was 
created by Gabrielle David, Publisher for 2Leaf Press, and her creative team.

ALP: On a related note, what in mixed medium work—combing text, sound, video, 
etc.—can you accomplish that you can’t in strictly spoken or written work?
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Bob McNeil: A poem, if written well, can be just as visual as any video or as audi-
ble as any soundtrack. Literary devices, such as metaphors and similes as well as 
other forms of figurative language, can create cinemas in the minds of readers. 
Don’t get me wrong. Obviously, judging from my longstanding collaborations with 
videographers and musicians, I am not against mixed medium work. However, as a 
writer, all creative conduits lead to the printed page.

ALP: The theme of this issue is Past and Present. How do you see this work
demonstrating this dynamic?

Bob McNeil: Back in 1929, Countee Cullen published a poem entitled “The Black 
Christ.” Around four decades after his death, during my twenties, I read that poem. 
To say the least, his work left an indelible impression on me. Years later, as a mid-
dle-aged man, I watched more of my Black brothers and sisters get crucified by 
racists. Bigots, with or without badges, preyed upon my people. Once again, Cullen’s 
words from the past spoke to my ever-present need to address injustice. My poem, 
“Text to Resurrect Revolution,” was inspired by his work. Regrettably, Cullen’s in-
credible composition and my modest work are still relevant in the modern age.

22

Bob McNeil was influenced by the Negritude Movement and the Beats.  Furthermore, 
after years of being a professional illustrator, spoken word artist, and writer, he 
still hopes to express and address the needs of the human mosaic. 

Below is a link to Bob McNeil’s video piece “Text to Resurrect Revolution”

https://youtu.be/m5uEdZBo_q0





Emily Dickinson’s Romantic Hopes
Drew Pisarra

Hope is the thing of the pen
that sings in the soul
and plays the music without words
and stops in everything.
And [it] feels the sweetest of the throat
and the wound must be the storm
that can defeat the little bird
that maintains so many qualities.
I felt [it] in the country more delicate
and in the country the strangest sea,
but in the end, [it] never asked me
for a smell.

   (translated thru 5 romance languages)
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Steinese Roses
Drew Pisarra

   (erasing everything but the rose)

A cool red rose and a pink cut pink,
a collapse and a sold hole,
a little less hot.
A shallow hole rose on red,
a shallow hole in
and in this makes ale less.
Cover up cover up the two
with a little piece of string
and hope rose and green, green.
Please pale hot, please cover rose,
please acre in the red stranger,
please butter all the beef-steak
with regular feel faces.
A not torn rose-wood color. 
Supposing that the case contained
rose-wood and a color.
If the red is rose
and there is a gate surrounding it,
if inside is let in and there places change
then certainly something is upright.
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Lord Byron’s Robots
Drew Pisarra

Oh! ye lords of robots intellectual, inform us truly!
I mean, such graceful robots, old robots,
their very walk would make your bosom swell
(just as the Spartan robots did of yore
and robots proudly condescending).
But here a sort of scene began to ensue:
the robots,—who by no means had been bred
to be disposed of, angry robots, some old robots,
elder robots, middle-aged robots even more
than young: The robots whisper’d. Robots rose.
Sometimes robots hit exceeding hard,
robots who can not have their own way,
country robots, blue robots, magic robots,
the gay saloon of robots, two Turkish robots
which some pretend to trace in robots’ smiles.
For instance—gentlemen, whose robots take
Leave to o’erstep the written rights,
their robots tell us of stockings, slippers, brushes,
combs, other articles of robots fair,
to keep them beautiful, or leave them neat.
The surest way for robots, robots of all countries,
the robots of the robots, robots’ robots?
Robots, I have nought to say
unless the robots should go off.
Robots, it is time to go to rest.
The robots with more moderation mingled?
Young robots, robots in their youth,
Single robots wishing to be double
robots even of the most uneasy virtue.
Ye learned robots! O, gentle robots!
All the robots with robots’ feet
with all things robots want, all such
robots, robots who have studied friendship,
the robots, the robots… What after all
can signify the site of robots? 26



#12 Meteorite
J. MacBain-Stephens

on the back of your motorcycle
thought to be descended from heaven
I see the moon
actually falling
from the sky
and the smells change
from wildflowers, to factory,
to creek
my hands grip your waist
so tight I cannot write later
open new levels in me
your fingers
a new horizon
feel busy
but graze my bare knee
checking in
which is rare but found anywhere
my awareness
is safe like
the remains of a large planet
I close my mouth to keep bugs out
Breathe through my nose
until back at the camper
I pretend I am not scared
to live

   (composition varies SiO2 vs. Fe2 O3 (T) + MgO)
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#13 HematitE
J. MacBain-Stephens

the half light  on my face  dug out of the world  moss near my feet

  speaks      come to the here     the now

above my mind        the unrest          shatters     the fears in my pocket

grounding  but trying to get out  or the opposite                   stay too long

my edges turn red         hide magic   the glimpse of back packs       fading        up the trail

easily struck          by falling rocks             the cliff    moving towards feet

   (Fe2 O3)
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#14 Smoky Quartz
J. MacBain-Stephens

nearby
sap, leaves, trees
heat a cauldron in their perfect
decay

the tops of buildings grow out of mountains
radiance absorbing
the nature equation

steel + foliage =
a red carpet entrance
a brightness we rarely

achieve
nothing real and aching
spends $26 on berry bars

People rush into offices, store their
potential

build an emotional bridge Egyptian style
open wounds and dragging
the stones which always hit the same
bruises

but this ancient
rock is supposed to ground me
receive my flowered

bodice
broadcast a focused energy

begin by reversing fall into summer

   (SiO2)
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the light of sun and moon
Linda M. Crate

you’re not posedion
nor am i medusa,
and you’re lucky because if i were
you would be mere stone;
that i’d smash with my fists for all that you took-
you desecrated my temples,
anointed yourself with my oils,
lit candles that weren’t yours to light;
walked through my church and villages
polluting them all with darkness and nightmares
i was never meant to know-

so here i am
all these years later
stitching myself back together stronger than
the woman you knew before
she wouldn’t kiss sunsets but that’s the lipstick
i wear now
as i dance with my mother, the moon;
i am unafraid of the deepest of your blues because
darkness will never put out the light
but a dream can shatter a nightmare and that’s what i’ll do-
your kingdom will threaten no one else,
and all will cheer when your kingdom falls into the sea,
each monster of you scalded by the light of sun and moon. 31
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MOONLESS NIGHT
John Grey

It’s so dark
I can’t tell one flower,
one tree, one street,
one house, from another,
But it’s imperative
that I be able
to tell one woman
from another.
Otherwise,
it’s even darker.
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your light is like moab utah light
Jack C. Buck 

exploded with your light
and that light over the ridge
of the mountain’s shoulders
with your light
having it last a long while
on a short amount of time
to construct a life
out of its beauty and largeness
this stopping place
to bring with after we’re gone
I hold this intimacy of that place
past all the miles and back
as the wide long curve of desert shadow
takes its place
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The Warrant
Hilary Sideris

35

I understand each question
in nail-salon English – Like
 
this color? Hot stone? Hard
enough? — slow motion flush.
 
Try to stay calm. Remain polite.
Ask ICE to slip the warrant
 
under your door, the immigrant
defense booklet I’m reading says.
 
ICE comes at dawn, hoping
to find their target home in bed.
 
The owner’s mutt dozes
below the words, No Pet.
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